For the first time ever, your Sims can get the best in outdoor luxury for their homes. Whether they’re decorating the perfect patio, setting the mood with a cool new hot tub, or firing up a state-of-the-art grill for the ultimate BBQ, your Sims’ outdoor decor is getting a boost. Give your Sims everything they need for a stylish and comfortable outdoor living space with The Sims 3 Outdoor Living!

**FEATURES**

- Build the perfect al fresco setting for your Sims with stylish furnishings, outdoor electronics, and cozy fire pits and fireplaces.

- Give your Sims several uniquely styled hot tubs where they can relax with friends or get romantic with someone special.

- Turn up the heat with an all-new built-in countertop grill as part of your Sims’ outdoor kitchen and take their cooking to a whole new level.

- Choose from two new styles. “Garden Terrace” features elegant wrought-iron pieces, while “Sunset on the Veranda” embraces the warmth of outdoors.

- Dress your Sims in an array of chic but casual attire for a great day in the sun or a relaxing evening under the stars.
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Make it the best day ever for your Sims when you redesign their outdoor living space! Today, The Sims 3 Outdoor Living Stuff pack is available for purchase in retail stores across North America and at The EA Store. The Sims 3 Outdoor Living Stuff pack is designed for you to enjoy hosting parties, grilling food, playing outside and ending the night in a hot tub for two.

Call the neighbors, strike the grill and start heating the hot tub; it’s a party in your Sims backyard! With The Sims 3 Outdoor Living Stuff pack give your Sims all the items needed for a leisurely day in the sun. New items include hot tubs, a telescope to gaze at the stars, fireplaces and fire pits, a terrarium with a stand and more! Choose from two new outdoor living styles. If your Sim prefers wrought-iron pieces pick the Garden Terrace collection, or if they’d prefer something more akin to the Tuscan sun choose Sunset on the Veranda with décor that brings the warmth of the outdoors to everyday living. Also included in the pack will be new clothing and hair for a perfect summer night under the stars or a neighborhood BBQ.
Sims 3 Outdoor Living comes with new Clothing and Hairstyles. Some clothing styles come in multiple colors and designs. Below is a break-down and images of the items.

Female Adults – 1 Hairstyle, 2 Tops, 4 Outfits, 2 Bottoms, 1 Pair of Shoes

Female Teens – 1 Hairstyle (Same styles as Adult Females)

Male Adults – 1 Hairstyle, 3 Bottoms, 3 Tops, 1 Pair of Shoes

Male Teens – 1 Hairstyle (Same style as Adult Males)
The Sims 3 Outdoor Living includes 46 Build and Buy items for your Sims' homes.

**BUILD/BUY OBJECTS**

- **The Hydrogenator $315**
  Rather than being hooked up to a water main or a well, the Hydrogenator uses a scientifically advanced process of infusing hydrogen molecules with oxygen to create water. The scientists spent years programming what they call the perfect water "recipe" into this sink: two parts hydrogen to one part oxygen. Now you can enjoy "perfect" water at home or in your backyard.

- **The Modern Rustic Hot Tub $6,500**
  Bubbles abound in this no-frills hot tub that is sure to fit any backyard. For the Sim who craves the hot tub experience without the pomp and ostentatious display of other models, this is the perfect piece. Sink into the heated depths to loosen muscles and ease fatigue after a long day of work. The Modern Rustic, a simple hot tub for a practical Sim.

- **The Resplendence Hot Tub $6,500**
  Add a touch of elegance to the hot tub experience with this fanciful piece from Wondrous Waters Inc. Rounded edges and ornate embellishments bring an air of sophistication to any space occupied by this stunning creation. Enjoy an idyllic evening with a loved one submerged in the aquatic depths and revel in the bubbles that provide a perfect atmosphere for cultured conversation. The Resplendence, for the Sim who is King (or Queen) of their backyard.

- **The Empress Hot Tub $9,500**
  Designed to caress your body with soothing jets of filtered water, the Empress Hot Tub is sure to be a splendid addition to your home. Top-grade craftsmanship, water-resistant materials and five adjustable water settings make this hot tub a virtually unbreakable backyard oasis. When you want to impress, get the Empress!

- **The Aqueous Garden Hot Tub $12,000**
  Relax beneath the calming waters amid a tranquil environment reminiscent of a jungle spring. Constructed of natural stone and lined with Amazonian plants, the Aqueous Garden is truly a hot tub for the Sim who loves nature.

- **The Water Course Hot Tub $12,000**
  Luxuriate in the heated pool and appreciate the wondrous water that flows free and strong in this modern hot tub design by Circo. With multiple waterfalls and layers strategically arranged to provide the most soothing of sounds, this stunning piece is Circo's most masterful creation to date.

- **The Original Griller Entertainment Series Barbeque $1,300**
  Enjoy every moment of outdoor cooking with the Original Griller Entertainment Series Barbeque. The hybridized cooker and smoker guarantees a perfectly cooked slab of meat every time. Savor the ultimate in smoky flavor thanks to the patented Infraprene grill base!

- **Petite Breeze $750**
  With separate controls for the upper and lower compartments, the Petite Breeze offers the ultimate temperature control for discriminating connoisseurs. This stylish compact refrigerator is triple-coated with a proprietary eco-shield that withstands even the harshest elements. The elegant design is sure to be the centerpiece of your outdoor oasis for years to come.

- **The Veranda Furnace $3,800**
  Turn your porch or patio into an outdoor living room with this bold piece from Homes by Howe. Designed to provide intense heat in an open space, the Veranda Furnace is perfect for decks or patios that need to stay heated. Think warm, think toasty, think Veranda Furnace.
Landgraab Industries MaxBTU Cooktop
$1,450

New from Landgraab Industries is the MaxBTU Cooktop and Oven. Designed by all three of the world's rocket scientists that ended up as successful head chefs, the MaxBTU has been rated to cook at temperatures that are seriously out of this world. Don't overcook the waffles too long in this one, or you'll have rocket fuel!

Environment: 2

Outdoorsey Life Bar
$1,500

Specially designed for open air entertaining, the Outdoorsey Life Bar is a great spot to serve mixed juice drinks at your next block party. After the party cools down, you won't have to fear the mess of post-party clean up either. Thanks to the EZ-Wipe countertop, you'll wipe away juice spills and bird droppings easily. It won't feel like work at all.

Environment: 2

Continental Vision Counter
$790

The extraordinary Continental Vision Counter is not just a place to prepare food, it's a place to experience the emotion of a beautiful piece of furniture. The impeccable craftsmanship embodies modern styling and clean lines. Prepare your next meal on a counter with edges so sleek and sharp, you could cut vegetables on them!

Environment: 2

Continental Vision Counter Island
$795

The extraordinary Continental Vision Counter is not just a place to prepare food, it's a place to experience the emotion of a beautiful piece of furniture. The impeccable craftsmanship embodies modern styling and clean lines. Prepare your next meal on a counter with edges so sleek and sharp, you could cut vegetables on them!

Environment: 2

The Llama Stand End Table
$315

This classic design has been used for centuries by Llama trainers throughout the world in circuses, carnivals, and zoos. Strong enough to support the weight of a Llama, yet beautifully crafted for use in public appearances, this end table is a great fit for your outdoor bonanza!

Environment: 2

Class-E Dining Table
$1,285

The Class-E Dining Table will take your next outdoor dining experience to a more elegant level. Designed with the seating preferences of the rich and affluent, this table is sure to please and amuse your most prosperous of guests. And with weather proofed sealants and coating, sun damage to your outdoor's finest feather is not a concern!

Environment: 5

Organica Life Chair
$600

Protect your body and the planet with the ergonomically designed Organica Life Chair. Allow the curves of the chair to support the contours of your body, and support your all-natural lifestyle with an organically-designed chair for an organic lifestyle!

Environment: 2

The Outdoor Napper
$820

When you need an escape from the stress of ordinary life, pull the Outdoor Napper into the sun and encase the day away. Morning, afternoon, or evening, this chair will be waiting for you to sink into its inviting arms and take a mental vacation from the daily grind. The Outdoor Napper is not just a chair, it's a seat to live your life in!

Environment: 3

The Poet’s Respite
$325

Couches are comfy, loveseats are lovely, and futons are funny. But when it comes to dining chairs, they have a deliciously dapper definition as a chair defined to dine. Is it a crime that this chair is so fine? Don't whine, this chair is divine!

Environment: 1

Astenbury Retreat Loveseat
$400

Couches are comfy, loveseats are lovely, and futons are funny. But when it comes to dining chairs, they have a deliciously dapper definition as a chair defined to dine. Is it a crime that this chair is so fine? Don't whine, this chair is divine!

Environment: 1

Throne d’Elegance
$650

Do your daily affairs involve balancing a country's economy? Ruling a vast empire? No, your bar should exude the style, class and elegance that your job title commands. Demand nothing less than the Throne d’Elegance, your Excellence.

Environment: 1

The Imperial Viewing Screen
$4,700

Designed for queens, emperors, and today’s wealthy elite, the Imperial Viewing Screen has been delicately handcrafted to the strictest standards available to today's LCD handcrafters. The screen boasts futuristic 2160p resolution, hi-fi sound, and a huge footprint that is sure to make an impression on any viewers.

Environment: 1
Rock 'n' Rock Stereo
$175

The Rock 'n' Rock stereo was originally designed for theme parks and adventure rides as a way to cleverly disguise the terrifying noises of the jungle, caves, or any other frightening place you wouldn't expect to find a stereo. We've found they're perfect for backyards or patios as well, even if they're not terrifying!

Fun: 3
- Athletic
- Group Activity
- Portable

Ricardo Richards' Easel
$375

This elegant easel is modeled after the one famously used by Ricardo Richards when he created his masterpiece "Portrait of a Llama." Unlike Richards' original easel, this one lacks the layers of llama spit that accumulated after he spent hours making a llama pose for the portrait.

Fun: 2
- Painting

Morrigan's Star Gazer
$820

At the turn of the first millennium, Morrigan Harlock fought for the inclusion of astrology into the scientific realm, but could never convince the authorities of its scientific legitimacy. After nearly 45 years battle, Morrigan tuned to astronomy as a scientific endeavor. This telescope, first coined as a "Star Gazer," is what Morrigan used to wow the crowd of scientific experts, and thus forever lost her love of astrology.

Fun: 2
Environment: 3
- Logic

Blaze by Blyes
$375

Add a touch of sophisticated ambience to your next garden soiree with this modern take on the classic fire pit design. The brilliant glass inner layer reflects heat and adds a splash of color to this stunning creation. Your guests will be delighted as you roast appetizers over the open flame, proving that this piece is not only beautiful, but functional too.

Fun: 4
Munger: 3
- Group Activity
- Portable

Patio Pyre
$375

Backyard snacks are fun thanks to the open flame roast and toast capabilities of the Patio Pyre! Constructed to be wind and rust resistant, the stylish casing is designed to keep flames burning bright deep into the night.

Fun: 4
Munger: 3
- Group Activity
- Portable

Courtyard Coals
$900

Graceful, tasteful and with a warming radius that is sure to impress, this is an excellent outdoor fire source that will complement any home patio or veranda. Stay impervious to the evening chill and enjoy the stars from the comfort of your own porch. For long-lasting warmth and a touch of modern elegance, turn to the Courtyard Coals.

Fun: 6
Environment: 3

Caged Candle
$110

A simple candle burns bright. It burns all day, it burns all night. A simple candle in a jar. Light source from a long past age. Candle, candle tried and true. Gentle light, a lovely hue.

Monolithic Lumens
$110

This impressive lamp will brighten your yard and so much more. Why waste your time with dainty Tiki lamps when you can have the convenience of modern electric lighting and the look of faux weathering?

The Rustique Table Lantern
$110

The ambience of candlelight without the messy melted wax, this exquisite old-world lantern replica is a certain conversation piece. Why buy antiques when you can have the convenience of modern electric lighting and the look of faux weathering?

The Rustique Wall Lantern
$110

Relive the days of yesteryear when electric lighting was an extravagance found only in mansions belonging to the upper crust. With this replica wall lantern, you can add old-world charm to your estate with the safety of modern electric wiring.

Quaintessential Spark
$150

Handcrafted with care by the finest illuminarians, this lovely traditional scene is the perfect balance of strength and grace. The subtle glow of peepot lighting provides a classy ambience from dusk until dawn. There's no need to stargaze when you can star into the lights of this masterpiece.

The Lemonade Baron
$25

After years of research into lemonade creation, preservation, and pouring ergonomics, scientists have finally designed "the most researched lemonade pitcher" ever created. Unfortunately for them, "The Perfect Lemonade Pitcher" was already patented by another company.
The Entrée Appetizer Dish
$70
This decorative bowl was once used as a serving plate in the days of yesteryear. Called "The Entrée Appetizer," it was a widely held belief that the shapes and contours of this bowl would make a dish to be cooked quicker. Modern scientific testing on a range of meals from Goopy Carbonara to Shu Surprise has proven this to be false, hence the decorative status.

Splendiferous Brand Serving Dish
$75
When celebrating a large event or hosting a VIP, Splendiferous is the brand to trust when it comes to impressing guests! Four out of five exclusive guests agree: nothing makes a greater party impression than the quality of serving dishes. Choose Splendiferous today!

Deluxe Cozy Terrarium
$195
Embrace nature in a hermetically sealed environment with the deluxe version of our best-selling miniature living world. The Deluxe Cozy Terrarium comes with a delightful decorative stand that envelops nature in the caring touch that only a protective metal enclosure could provide.

Cozy Tabletop Terrarium
$225
Snuggle your favorite plants in the warm, nurturing environment of the Cozy Tabletop Terrarium, and watch them flourish before your eyes. Lay back in your easy chair and cherish hours of contemplating a miniature living world, safely enclosed from outside contaminations!

Kinematic Parasol
$380
Designed with both function and flair, the Kinematic Parasol is a dramatic centerpiece for even the most luxurious patio or deck. The hinged umbrella is easily adjustable to provide maximum protection against harmful rays or prying eyes of nosy neighbors.

Fitz-Yinter Serving Cart
$425
From upscale pool parties to lavish receptions the Fitz-Yinter Serving Cart stands at attention, ready to glide to your next thirty guest. This sumptuous beverage cart will serve as the welcome wagon at every event for years to come. Your guests will wish they had one, but they probably couldn't afford it.

Persnickety Puddleonk
$35
After recovering from the legendary stage dive incident, Puddleonk elected to pursue more serene adventures like relaxing by the pool. Relive those treasured moments with the limited-edition Puddleonk replica adorned with a whimsical duck-billed flotation device.

Whimsical Water Falls
$3,500
Discover multiple layers of aquatic action with this modern fountain from artist Circe. Marvel at the ingenious design featuring four levels of fascinating fountain fun! Watch the water flow and fall! Perfect for home or garden, the Whimsical Water Falls is an inspirational piece that defines water as art.

Hanging Plant of Simiolón
$50
When the Hanging Plants of Simiolón were first discovered by Arutro Tenregado in the first half of the middle century, he and his hardened explorers were perplexed as to why anyone would choose to hang a plant from a wall. However, after being trapped in the Tomb of Simiolón for 40 days, they grew to love the decorative appeal of wall plants.

Agave Yougave
$65
The ancient Huhuwantha tribe believed this succulent plant could be used as a cure for a host of ailments ranging from Sismo Tongue to Nano Foot. Since the Huhuwantha rapidly fell into extinction, you might want to stick with beautifying your outdoors with this lovely living planter.

Fence of Farmington
$25
When Archduke Mitchell of Smithington decided to invade the fair land of Farmington at the turn of the Middle Century, the farmers constructed fences of incredible strength... and style. When Mitchell's forces approached, they were instantly repelled in aces when they caught sight of the intricate and detailed craftsmanship of Farmington's walls. Archduke Mitchell never returned.

Gate of Farmington
$200
All great fences need a great gate, and the Gate of Farmington sacrifices no style or design of the original Fence of Farmington. We'd venture to say that even just the Gate of Farmington would have repelled Archduke Mitchell's forces during their attack upon the Land of Farmington.
HELP YOUR SIMS TO GET PERFECT STUFF FOR THEIR OUTDOOR SPACE!

It is illegal to duplicate or copy this guide to other sites. If you do for translation purposes or as reference, please make sure to link back to SimsVIP.